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Whisper® Shades
Understanding the features of the world’s  
most popular cellular shade.





Blocks or filter sunlight
The combination of Whisper® Shades structure 

and the translucency of the fabric, diffuses and 

filters the sun’s rays, lending interiors a softening 

glow. The nature of the fabrics chosen can create 

interesting ‘plays of light’ or block it completely.

Excellent insulation
Whisper® Shades are dubbed “the next best thing 

to double glazing”. The unique honeycomb design 

offers super-efficient insulation, trapping air inside 

each cell to effectively reduce heat loss in winter 

and heat gain in summer.

Made to last
Whisper® Shades are manufactured using a unique 

spun-bonded polyester material, which gives these 

blinds crisp, clean lines and a fresh contemporary 

look. They may look delicate, but they’re made to 

last. 

Simple and beautiful
Whisper® Shades are aesthetically pleasing in 

themselves. Their linear shape looks crisp and 

clean; the honeycomb profile creates interesting 

shapes with tones of highlight and shade on the 

blinds themselves. 

Installation versatility
Talk to us about that special window in your home. 

You will be amazed at the different shapes that 

Whisper® Shades can fit. The 10mm cell design 

in particular is especially customisable for those 

more bespoke installations.

Block sunlight Filter sunlight Insulate

Whisper® Shades create a clean and 
contemporary look for any window 
in your home. With a unique cellular 
honeycomb design, these shades 
deliver exceptional insulation with 
simply no compromise on style. 



Standard 20mm
For more style-conscious customers.

The 20mm Whisper® Shade is our larger 

design with a greater pleat depth. This 

design comes with a wider range of 

available fabrics and materials, with 

higher insulation properties.

Standard 10mm
Lower cost, ideal for small window spaces.

The 10mm Whisper® Shade model is our 

starter design, offering the full insulation 

benefits of air-filled double glazing. The 

closer pleat layout makes them visually 

ideal for smaller-sized windows and frames.

This pleat size is ideal for:

Heat Protection Insulation Shade Reduction

This pleat size is ideal for:

Heat Protection Insulation Shade Reduction

The world’s most  
popular cellular shades
Two pleat sizes are available, ideal for a range  
of different looks and applications



Architella 20mm
High-performance shade.

This is the preferred choice for 

variable environments, to stabilise the 

temperature. The Architella® design 

features three air pockets instead of one, 

vastly improving the insulating properties 

with no compromise on design aesthetics.

The Whisper® Architella® 
is a more sophisticated, 
high-performance shade. 

Insulation ‘R’ values   

 
A product’s R-value is a measurement of its 

ability to resist heat flow. In a home during 

winter, R-values indicate the ability of walls, 

roofs and windows to keep the heat inside. 

The higher its R-value, the more insulation a 

product provides.

A fully-recessed, reveal-mounted Whisper® 

Architella® can increase the R-value of a 3mm 

single glazed window from 0.127 to 0.979, 

reducing the heat loss by 87%. Independent 

modelling has shown that this in turn can 

reduce an average home’s heating costs  

by up to 49%. 

Uncovered glass 0.15

Whisper® Standard 20mm (translucent) 0.42

Whisper®  Standard 20mm (opaque) 0.52

Whisper® Architella® (translucent) 0.61

Whisper® Architella® (opaque) 0.77

This pleat size is ideal for:

Heat Protection Insulation Shade Reduction

Standard Architella®



Modern bottom rail design
Our modern bottom rail design features soft 

square edges, complementing the softness of 

the Whisper® Shade itself.

Reduced stack height of this hardware 

allows the shade to be neatly pulled back for 

optimal view to the outside.

Signature Headrail
The Signature Headrail is available across 

the UltraGlide®, LiteRise and PowerView® 

operating systems.

Matte finish headrails provide a premium look 

and feel. Flush-mount end caps cleanly finish 

the edge of the shade.

New Signature Headrail
Out with the old and in with the new

The Weathermaster® Whisper® 
Signature Headrail draws 
inspiration from the honeycomb 
fabric shape, offering a consistent 
look from the top to the  
very bottom.



Operating systems
The right operating system makes life a little easier

UltraGlide® Control

Uses an innovative lifting system 

to operate the entire shade using 

a single self-retracting cord.

LiteRise Control

Raise and lower the shade with 

your hand from the bottom rail. 

Completely cordless. Two control 

handles are provided with wider 

width LiteRise.

EasyRise

A simple and intuitive operating 

system featuring the continuous 

cord loop design.

Childsafe means that the 

operating system featured 

has no looped cords in which 

small children could become 

entangled and injured.

ChildsafeChildsafe

Childsafe
Automated Childsafe

Automated

PowerView® Automation

The sleek, control side end cap 

features a discreet button and 

visible indicator lights.

PowerView® SkyLift

Whisper® SkyLift with PowerView 

Automation is the ideal solution 

for large, hard to reach windows. 

*20mm fabrics only. Not suitable 

as a full blockout solution.

Standard Cord Lock

The classic operating mechanism 

which stacks the shade at the top 

of the slim headrail. 

Childsafe



Configuration options
The right configuration for every room

Bottom-Up

Features traditional operation 

where the bottom rail is raised 

to open the shades and lowered 

to close the shade.

Top-Down

Allows the shade to cover the 

lower part of the window whilst 

allowing light and view from the 

top. A great option for privacy.

Top-Down / Bottom-Up

Enjoy natural light and retain 

privacy with the ability to control 

the amount of coverage you want 

on a window.

Day-Night design

Combine two shades in the 
one installation to deliver 
daytime views with a sheer 
fabric, and evening privacy 
with blockout or translucent. 
The integrated moving rail 
ensures a seamless finish.



Made to measure
Whisper® Shades are manufactured to exact 

window sizes and offer a guaranteed first class 

finish. All shades are measured, crafted and 

installed to perfection. 

       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

SkyLight
Ideal for skylights, sloping windows  

or any hard to reach windows.  

(Manual pole operation).

Shade type  UltraGlide® LiteRise EasyRise
PowerView® 

SkyLift
PowerView® 
Automation

Cord Skylight

10mm Nightfall • •

10mm Classic • •

10mm Sabelle • •

20mm Midnight • • • • •

20mm Sabelle • • • • •

20mm Symphony • • • • •

20mm Sheer • • • •

20mm Sunterra • • • • •

20mm Brushstroke • • • • •

Clever configurations
Versatility enables clever configurations

Operating systems fabric options

Architella® Elan 20mm • • • • •



A wide array of  
textures and colours
Fabric ranges with subtle but distinct differences

Classic, Nightfall, Symphony and Midnight 
The consistent colour palette across 10mm Classic and Nightfall, 20mm Symphony and Midnight fabric 

allows for seamless application of the variants within your home. The range features on-trend colours, in 

matching translucent and blockout opacities. 

Brushstroke – organic texture
Beautifully textured colour palette that is 

distinctively organic, the Brushstroke range 

offers a modern take on brushmarks and is sure 

to complement any home décor. Available in 

matching Translucent and Blockout opacities. 

Sunterra – contemporary 
sophistication
This range consists of neutral colours, in  

Translucent and Blockout options that will 

complement the Day-Night applications. 

       
       
       
      

Elan – colour that shimmers
With a fine fabric texture reminiscent of chiffon, 

Elan has a refined shimmer. Available as translucent 

and blockout.

Sabelle – soft neutrals
Sabelle has both translucent and blockout fabrics 

in a range of natural shades. The texture is a very 

clean, matte colour that responds to the light in a 

way similar to a painted surface. 



Fabric range Opacity Whisper® cell type

Classic Blockout 10mm

Nightfall Blockout 10mm

Sabelle Translucent & Blockout 10mm

Midnight Blockout 20mm

Sabelle Translucent & Blockout 20mm

Symphony Translucent 20mm

Sheer Transparent 20mm

Sunterra Translucent & Blockout 20mm

Brushstroke Translucent & Blockout 20mm

Elan Translucent & Blockout 20mm Architella®

Opacity options

Texture options

Blockout 
These are fabrics that won’t 

let any light through. Ideal for 

media rooms or bedrooms; these 

excel anywhere people choose 

darkness.

Translucent
These fabrics aren’t see-through 

but do allow light in, while 

protecting your furnishings from 

damaging UV. Shapes can be 

discerned through translucent 

fabrics but rooms remain private.

Sheer 
Sheer is a very see-through 

fabric, like net curtains. It blocks 

very little light but does ‘soften’ 

and colour the view outside.
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Weathermaster is a division of New Zealand Window Shades Ltd. Weathermaster is a registered trademark of New Zealand Window Shades Ltd.

Call 0800 10 27 10 for a free consultation  
or visit weathermaster.co.nz
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